
U.S. Drug Supply Chain Security Act 
(DSCSA) compliance assessment

Can you confidently answer “Yes” to the 
following questions?

1. Are all of the applicable requirements of the DSCSA
understood within your organization?

2. Have impacted roles and processes been assessed
and supporting policies & procedures updated?

3. Have impacted resources been identified and trained
on changes to processes and systems?

4. Has appropriate technology been deployed and
qualified to support on-going execution activities?

5. Is your organization adopting leading industry
practices to meet both regulatory and trading partner
requirements?

The Drug Quality and Security Act (DQSA) was 
signed into law on November 27, 2013. Under 
Title II of this Act, known as the Drug Supply Chain 
Security Act (DSCSA), a set of requirements and 
phased compliance dates have been established for 
prescription drug manufacturers and other participants 
in the distribution chain. The first major compliance 
milestone was January 1, 2015.

Upcoming compliance due dates  (with deferred 
enforcement) are in play for saleable returns verification 
and ultimately for inter-operable exchange of serialization 
data when product ownership changes.
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Supply Chain participants must provide/receive transaction 
information, history and statements for each item/lot in a single 
document (can be paper initially, then must be electronic 
(Nov 2017))

Product identifier (including Standardized Numeric Identifier) 
required to be placed on all saleable packages and sealed 
homogeneous cases. Transactions limited to serialized product 
on phased basis 

Supply Chain participants must have systems in place to verify 
potentially illegitimate product, including validation of applicable 
transaction histories and information (Jan 2015) and verification 
of Standardized Numeric Identifier (Nov 2017)  

Supply chain participants must provide transaction information, 
history and statements for potentially suspect or illegitimate 
product that is subject to investigation or recall no later than 
48 hours after receiving request (Jan 2015 and Jul 2015). 
Manufacturers and Re-packagers must verify SNI for queries 
from downstream partners (Nov 2017 and Nov 2018)

Transaction information and statements must be exchanged 
in a secure, interoperable manner for all products at unit level 
(including standardized numeric identifier)



KPMG assessment approach

Our approach leverages experience gained leading and supporting serialization programs

Assessment durations vary. Typical length ranges from 8-12 weeks and can be conducted virtually. 

Define scope and 
confirm regulatory 
impact based on 
organization operating 
model

Review and assess 
relevant documentation 
(e.g. products, 
procedures, systems, 
specifications)

Conduct interviews 
with impacted 
stakeholders, 
operational teams, and 
leadership

Identify gaps and provide 
recommendations for 
compliance & operational 
improvement

Conduct final report-out 
with all stakeholders 
and obtain feedback in 
support of next steps

 — Review program structure 
and resourcing

 — Conduct impact analysis of 
compliance obligations

 — Develop strategy and 
roadmap to retain right 
to sell

 — Provide program and 
project management 
support

— Lead end-to-end 
onboarding process

 — Manage communications

 — Develop integration 
strategy

 — Write business and 
technical requirements

 — Review and update quality 
and service agreements

 — Develop solution 
architecture

 — Support vendor selection 
and procurement

 — Develop end to end 
business requirements

 — Support system testing, 
qualification, and 
deployment

 — Compile country-level and 
regional requirements for 
coding, serialization, and 
traceability

— Conduct supply chain 
impact assessment

— Provide artwork/labeling 
guidance

— Support government 
reporting

Program management CMO onboarding B2B integration Regulatory monitoring
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KPMG has developed a compliance assessment toolkit and methodology for pharmaceutical 
manufacturers tailored to the U.S. DSCSA requirements.

Our approach helps life science companies by:

— Assessing the organization’s current & future compliance status & readiness

— Identifying gaps across people/process/technology dimensions

— Providing recommendations to address gaps and to adopt leading industry practices in 
     addition to offering other strategic considerations that leverage serialization data  

kpmg.com/socialmedia

KPMG insight
The KPMG knowledge base of articles and publications demonstrates 
our understanding of the complex business challenges faced by 
companies around the world.  
Check out our thought leadership at https://institutes.kpmg.us
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